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Sunnah – rules 
extracted from the 
hadith 

 
Contracts (NZ law) 
Requirements for a contract: 

- Meeting of minds – objective 
- Offer and acceptance 
- Certainty 
- Contractual capacity 
- Intention to create legal relations 
- Considerations  

 
Content of a contract: 

- Express terms  
- Implied terms 

 
What can end a contract 

- Discharge – contract is fulfilled by both parties 
- Breach - one party failing to perform the contract 

o Can be breach of an essential term (serious breach) or breach of a non 
essential term (less serious) 

o Sufficient breach > can terminate contract 
o Insufficient to terminate > contract goes ahead, but you get damages 
o Primary duty breach leads to the creation of a secondary duty. Secondary duty 

is to remediate the consequences of the primary breach 
- Express termination – both parties agree to terminate 

 
What can void a contract? 

- Vitiating factors 
o Misrepresentation – e.g. lying about a key detail 
o Unconscionable bargains – e.g. if someone sells their house for way under 

value (Fry v Lane) 
o Duress – e.g. lots of pressure from one party on the other 
o Undue influence – e.g. family situations 
o Illegality – e.g. if the contract is to do something illegal (drugs, murder) it is 

void 
o Mistake 

 
What remedies are available: 

- Liquidated damages – clauses in the contract specifying punishment for breach 
o If this clause is deemed unfair, then it is a penalty clause, and is unenforceable 

- Damages – court uses common law to decide what damages are fair 
- Specific performance 

 
Contract cases 
Fletcher Challenge Energy Ltd v Electricity Corporation of NZ 
Court held: if essential terms have not been agreed, the court may not be able to fill in the 
gaps.  
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She complained that it was discriminatory – issued a press release. She was then fired for 
breach of contract. 
 
Tikanga perspective 
The roles are different but not unequal (formal vs substantive equality). If you look at the 
powhiri process as a whole, the role that women perform (karanga) is of equal importance to 
the one that men perform (whaikorero). Does different necessarily mean unequal? 
There was also an aspect of protection for why women sit behind men. Physical protection – 
the men sat closer to possibly dangerous visitors. Also a spiritual dimension – the visitors 
were considered tapu, and this tapu nature could be dangerous.  
 
How should powhiri be treated under NZ law? 
Maori could refuse to change 
Maori could change – but is this a modern form of colonisation?  
Internal vs external forces of change – if an external force pushes for change (e.g. the 
government) this is modern colonisation. But if change comes internally, this is cultural 
evolution.  
 
“Maori should have autonomy over their own culture and should not have to assimilate and 
conform to an external imposition based on a different value system.” Dr Pita Sharples.  
 
 
CASE 3: THE ENVIRONMENT 
The environment forms part of the family structure for Maori. They have a duty to care for 
the environment.  
Kaitiakitanga 
Mauri 
Whanaungatanga 
Mana 
Tapu 
Rahui 
 
Some examples of kaitiakitanga 

- protests against deep sea oil drilling 
- rahui on matapouri mermaid pools because of pollution 
- rahui on Waitakere ranges because of kauri dieback 

 
How can Tikanga work with the State legal system to perform kaitiakitanga? 
Incorporation into statute law, e.g. resource management act (s6(e) and s7(a)) has reference 
to kaitiakitanga.  
 
State legal system is quite anthropocentric – the environment exists as property and things for 
the enjoyment of humans. Humans have rights over the environment and can “own” the 
environment.  
Tikanga is less anthropocentric – the environment has ‘personality’, it has rights in itself. But 
also a little bit anthropocentric because we keep the environment in trust for future 
generations. Maori did not “own” the environment, rather they had authority over it. 
 
There have been recent attempts to uphold both Maori and Western values when looking at 
resources (settlements).  


